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People do not live in splendid isolation from one another. One person's lawful and reasonable use of
his or her property may indirectly harm the property of another or interfere with that person's ability
to fully use and enjoy his or her property. The common law of nuisance developed as a means by
which those competing interests could be addressed, and one given legal priority over the other ...
sometimes the person whose property suffered the adverse effects is expected to tolerate those effects
as the price of membership in the larger community.
--Smith v. Inco Ltd., 2011 CarswellOnt 10141, 2011 ONCA 628 at para 39,; leave to appeal refused
2012 CarswellOnt 4932, 2012 CarswellOnt 4933 (S.C.C.)
INTRODUCTION
Smith v. Inco Limited 1 is a noteworthy environmental law case for several reasons, not the least of which it is that
it is the first environmental class action lawsuit to proceed through a trial and appeal in a common law province in
Canada. 2 The case, which took more than a decade to be decided, alleged that continuous tortious behaviour on the part
of mining giant Inco Limited commencing almost a century earlier had adversely affected a large class of landowners'
property values. The case evolved through several styles of cause and claims that led to many trips to the courthouse on
a wide assortment of intractably contested legal issues. These mostly pre-trial matters involved procedural issues relating
to class action proceedings, the class, certified common issues, 3 limitations, decertification, 4 admissibility and *296
compellability of evidence 5 (even in costs proceedings), 6 the Ontario Court of Appeal revising its previous reasons
“to correct certain slips,” 7 intervenor status, 8 leave to the Supreme Court of Canada 9 and costs at various stages of
the extensive litigation. 10 The principal substantive issues were nuisance, trespass, the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher 11
and convincing proof of actual damages. 12 Although the various procedural issues contribute in their own ways to the
development of the law, particularly in respect of class action proceedings, this Comment is focused on analysis of the
substantive issues in the case.
FACTS
Inco (now Vale) 13 refined nickel near the small southern Ontario city of Port Colborne on the north shore of Lake
Erie from 1918 to 1984. It was for many years the major employer in the area, employing as many as 2,000 people at
a time. Inco emitted nickel oxide particles into the air from its 500-foot smoke stack. Most of these emissions occurred
before 1960. 14 The refinery closed in 1984. 15 Inco acknowledged *297 that over the refining years its smoke stack was
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the source of the nickel particulates found in the residents' soil but the company asserted the limitations defence 16 and
refused to concede both liability and the existence of provable damages.
A major component of both judicial decisions was the review of the numerous soil assessments and the prolonged
public discussion and negative publicity that convinced residents, despite assurances to the contrary, 17 that their health
was seriously endangered by these nickel oxide particles on their land. The Ontario Ministry of Environment (MOE)
conducted five soil analyses from 1972 to 1998. The last test, not publicly released until 2000, showed that in many
parts of Port Colborne the level of nickel in the soil far exceeded the MOE guideline. Due to these high readings,
the MOE embarked upon a Human Health Risk Assessment (HHRA) 18 and multi-party Community Based Risk
Assessment of the neighbourhood that resulted in several highly publicized meetings, technical disclosures, media reports
and notifications of safety precautions across the community. 19
The HHRA report concluded “that it was unlikely that the levels of nickel in the soil in Port Colborne constituted any
risk to human health.” 20 Further testing was done and the results released at the beginning of 2000 were largely the same;
but this time the property owners were alarmed at the variance between the highest contamination levels of 4000 ppm to
5000 ppm and an historical MOE guideline level of 200 ppm. 21 The local media focused on the variance and fanned the
concern. 22 Real estate agents were asked to insert nickel contamination disclosures in residential land sale agreements.
In September 2000, the representative plaintiff, Ellen Smith (Smith), learned that the nickel levels on her property, located
very near to the old Inco refinery, ranged from 4,300 ppm to 14,000 ppm, far above the MOE guideline and more than
the MOE had known existed in Port Colborne. Although presumably no one *298 knew whether that level was unsafe,
Smith was advised to take precautions and stated at the same time that “she was stunned by the advice that there was no
need for her to move out of her home.” 23 The trial judge seemed to suggest that Smith was more alarmed at not being
told to quit her land than she would have been if she had been advised to move. 24 No one explained how the current
round of testing was yielding sporadic and higher results than similar testing had revealed a few years earlier because the
refinery, after all, had been shuttered 16 years earlier. Faced with “tremendous variability between the levels of nickel
in the soil on adjacent properties”, the MOE embarked upon more soil testing. 25 Ongoing testing of thousands of sites,
health questionnaires and studies, public meetings, media coverage with jarring headlines, 26 door to door canvassing,
and volatility in ensuing results created the impression of a clear, present and major danger that fanned the public alarm.
Notwithstanding several fact sheets distributed to the public advising that there were no adverse health effects caused by
nickel in the soil, 27 when bombarded with the unrelenting negative publicity, their own anxieties, inconsistent messages
from regulators and other experts and the power of suggestion of deleterious health impacts, the residential landowners
chose to believe otherwise. They were skeptical and distrustful.
In March 2001, approximately 7,040 residents brought a class action to recover what are known as “stigma” damages
from Inco for what they perceived was a decline, or at least a loss of increase, in their real estate values attributed to
Inco's earlier nickel refining operations that deposited nickel particulates in their soil. Class members were found to be
those who owned this residential property since September 20, 2000, or their successors or representatives. 28 The class
was further divided into three sub-classes according to the severity of contamination, as determined by their proximity
to the Inco refinery. Essentially all of Port Colborne, with a population of approximately 18,000, 29 was affected as well
as some rural land east of the Welland Canal.
The plaintiffs' originally sought certification of the common issues of adverse health effects and personal injury, but
certification was denied on those claims. 30 Certification was only granted on the ground of economic loss of residential
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property value, which is the basis upon which the class action proceeded. However, if the human health impact of the
nickel deposits on the land was not the proverbial *299 “elephant in the room” throughout this litigation, at least it
can be said to have cast a very large shadow over it.
The final draft of the Human Health Risk Assessment in March 2002 led to an MOE order to Inco to remediate the
25 most contaminated properties (over 8,000 ppm) although the MOE reported again at that time that it was unlikely
the nickel levels posed any risks to human health. 31 By 2004, all properties were remediated except the Smith property
that refused remediation.
DISPOSITION AT TRIAL
Henderson, J. addressed the plaintiffs' tort claims in trespass to land, 32 the doctrine in Rylands v. Fletcher, 33 and public
and private nuisance. 34
Trespass, actionable without proof of damage, is any direct, 35 physical and voluntary intrusion onto the plaintiff's land,
including the discharge of some substance on that land. 36 The judge found that Inco permitted nickel particles to migrate
from Inco's property onto the class members' lands in the same way as “allowing stones from a ruinous chimney to fall
onto neighbouring properties as opposed to the defendant throwing stones onto the properties.” 37 Inco's intrusion onto
neighbouring properties was indirect, not direct and the trespass claim was dismissed. 38
The Rylands doctrine, a strict liability tort, is summarized by the dictum of Blackburn J. at page 279 of the Exchequer
Chamber decision, and was approved by Lord Cairns in the House of Lords: 39
We think that the true rule of law is, that the person who for his own purposes brings on his lands and
collects and keeps there anything likely to do mischief if it escapes, must keep it in at his peril, and,
if he does not do so, is prima facie answerable for all the damage which is the natural consequence
of its escape.
*300 The modern embodiment of the Rylands doctrine focuses on a non-natural use of land, 40 and an isolated,
deleterious escape. 41 Inco had argued that its nickel refinery in an industrial city such as Port Colborne, in compliance
with all environmental and zoning regulations, was a natural use of the land. The company relied on Tock v. St. John's
(City) Metropolitan Area Board in support that its use of the land was a natural use of the land. 42 Henderson, J.
distinguished Tock on the basis that an urban sewer system was “necessary to support urban life” whereas a nickel
refinery was a “private, for-profit, corporation” and:
The nickel was not naturally on the land, and the nickel particulates were not naturally on the land
or in the air over the land. Further, the refining of nickel was not an ordinary use of the land; it was
a special use bringing with it increased danger to others.
The trial judge concluded that Inco may have engaged in a reasonable use of its land, but the refinery operations did not
constitute a natural use of its land. 43 Further, or alternatively, to quote Lord Moulton in Rickards v. Lothian from 1913,
Inco's use of the land was not “ordinary”--it was “special” 44 and the nickel particulates were not “damag(ing)” if they
were not “dangerous” where the substance was “not naturally there”. 45 This would presumably implicate all Canadian
natural *301 resource extractive economic activity as Henderson J. applied it to the present case: 46
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Inco brought nickel onto the land for the purpose of refining it. Moreover, once the nickel was brought
onto the land, Inco processed or refined it, thereby creating airborne nickel particles. The nickel was
not naturally on the land, and the nickel particles were not naturally on the land or in the air over the
land. Further, the refining of nickel was not an ordinary use of the land; it was a special use bringing
with it increased danger to others.
With respect to the second element, escape from the land of something likely to do mischief, the trial judge found “that
the nickel and nickel particles escaped from the Inco property by emission into the air and migration onto neighbouring
properties. The nickel and the nickel particles are not dangerous per se, but an escape of these elements from the Inco
lands has the potential to cause damage to neighbouring properties.” 47 One notes the “potential to cause damage”
language is all-encompassing and would include every natural and ordinarily healthy substance.
While some Commonwealth scholars and even the House of Lords 48 are of the view that a single, isolated escape is
required to ground a Rylands claim, 49 consistent with the 1868 Rylands decision itself, Canadian textbook authors do
not limit the principle to single, isolated escapes 50 although Canadian judges have done so. 51 English law relatively
recently 52 added reasonable foreseeability to the checklist for liability, although there is doubt also whether the
Canadian common law has *302 chosen to follow. 53 Henderson J., considering the purpose of the tort and no limiting
language in the original 1868 decision to this effect, found “no logical reason to restrict the doctrine to circumstances of
a single isolated escape from land” 54 because “both in Ontario and in England the strict liability principle of Rylands
v. Fletcher has been stated in broad terms, without being restricted to circumstances of single isolated escapes from
land.” 55 Otherwise, “an absurdity” 56 would attain if the law treated single and multiple escapes of dangerous substances
differently where one escape leads to liability but two or more is unactionable. Justice Henderson found the number and
duration of escapes “of no consequence” 57 and the Rylands claim valid in this case.
The public nuisance claim was quickly disposed of as this conduct clearly did not interfere “with public health, public
morals or public comfort, or the use of a public place.” 58 Private nuisance harm may be physical (relied upon by the
plaintiff class here) or in the nature of significant interference with use. 59 It may be caused indirectly and unintentionally
but, unlike trespass, there must be proof of actual damage. Henderson J. readily accepted that the plaintiffs had suffered
physical harm to their properties, which harm did not need to be balanced or reconciled in light of external factors, such
as seriousness of the harm, the neighborhood, the social utility of the conduct, and plaintiff sensitivities. 60
In any event, Henderson J. decided to cover the bases. 61 He concluded that if he was wrong on the need to balance
interests, he summarily considered the emission of these “nickel particles as a byproduct of a private, profit-oriented
business, [to] far outweigh the utility to the community of Inco's business operations.” 62 *303 There were no rational
or economic analysis for this cursory, yet momentous “far outweigh” conclusion, although it would foreshadow the
trial outcome. The objective economic and social value of tens of thousands of jobs over 66 years (“including many of
those who are members of the class in this action”), 63 immeasurable corporate beneficence to the community, hundreds
of millions of dollars in tax revenue, and the production of substantial quantities of nickel for daily use in countless
productive and life-enhancing applications--these all comprise an immense social utility to outweigh. The trial judge,
who referred to this part of his decision as “the only sensible conclusion”, 64 could not mean to reasonably imply by
this that any measurable collective loss in property values would “far outweigh” the social and economic or benefit of
that Inco refinery.
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Despite proof of actual damage for private nuisance being a prerequisite to recovery, the trial judge said these plaintiffs
did not have to actually incur any loss or make any attempts to sell their properties. 65 It is not clear what evidence of
permanent physical damage (or permanent loss of resale value) was before the court. The trial judge concluded: 66
... even if the soil is remediated, all of the nickel will not be removed from the soil. The nickel particles
will remain in the soil to some degree forever. Thus, I find that the damage to the class members'
properties is permanent.
If he was in error on this proof of damages issue, he would still make an exception to the substantive law for procedural
expedience of class proceedings on the ground that “it is inconceivable that this court should compel more than 7,000
property owners to sell or attempt to sell their property in order to establish a cause of action.” 67 In other words,
procedural expedience would drive the substantive law.
*304 In the end, Henderson J. concluded that the plaintiffs had no case for trespass or public nuisance, but they did
have a good case for recovery under the Rylands doctrine of strict liability and the tort of private nuisance, subject to
proof of causation and damages corresponding to depressed property values caused by the nickel particles in the soil.
The trial judge determined that Inco had caused losses in these plaintiffs' property values “based on two common sense
principles.” 68 The first common sense principle was that the value of any residential property is reduced if that property
is located close to a large industrial operation, referred to as a “baked-in discount,” presumably because all of them
are known to pollute. The second common sense principle was “that environmental contamination in a community will
negatively affect residential property values in that community”, 69 described as a “disamenity” that justifies “stigma
damages”. 70 On the basis of these two self-described common sense principles and evidence of stagnant residential real
estate values, the trial judge found on a balance of probabilities that the plaintiffs had “proved a general causal connection
between the negative publicity and public disclosures that started in the year 2000 and a negative effect on the values of
the class members' properties.” 71 The plaintiffs did not claim that their properties declined in value, only that they did
not increase as fast or as much as they would have without the nickel particles in the soil and public flap that ensued.
To arrive at damages, each party produced its own expert evidence and statistical analyses on the mass valuation of real
property, based on different complex data sets, hybridized sets and models. Experts gave evidence to rank the reliability
of the data sets although all models and data sets were problematic. 72
Even though Welland has more than twice the population of Port Colborne, its housing market and demographics were
found to be comparable and the court used it to serve as the benchmark on housing values. The trial judge found property
values to have appreciated in Welland 4.35% more than in Port Colborne. He multiplied that percentage by the average
Port Colborne home price and then by the number of affected homes, to reach a total loss of property value to the
plaintiffs of $36 million: 73
Thus, I find that Port Colborne residential property values would have increased from 1999 to 2008
by 59.5% plus 4.35%, or 63.85%. The average residential property assessment in Port Colborne in
1999 was $103,395, and therefore if Port Colborne had kept pace with Welland the average residential
property value in Port Colborne would be $169,412 as of 2008. This equates to a loss on average of
$4,514 per property for 7,965 residential properties or a total of $35,954,010, which I will round off
to $36,000,000.
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This $36 million was allocated according to the degrees of contamination across the three zones closest to the refinery.
The average allocation to the most *305 affected homes was $23,000 in damages for this eight year period 2000 to 2008.
Punitive damages were not awarded.
DISPOSITION ON APPEAL
Inco appealed to the Ontario Court of Appeal on the grounds that the trial judge had erred on the issues of nuisance,
the Rylands rule, proof of damages and the limitations period. That appellate decision was rendered 15 months after the
trial decision. 74 The appeal was allowed and the action dismissed in its entirety. The unanimous three member Court of
Appeal found the claimants failed to establish Inco's liability under private nuisance or Rylands. In any event, they had
also failed to prove damages. As a result of these conclusions, the causation and limitations issues were not addressed
by the appellate court.
On the nuisance issue, the Court of Appeal chose to adopt a more “balancing of competing factors” approach even in
cases of actual physical damage to land. 75 Moreover this damage was not material in that it was not substantial 76 or
even actual and readily ascertainable versus merely potential. 77 Put in the words of the Court: 78
[the inquiry is] what did the nickel particles do to the soil? And not by asking--what did someone
some 15 years after the refinery was closed think that the nickel particles might or might not have
done to the soil?
The Court of Appeal concluded that the trial judge erred by finding that the nickel particles in the soil caused actual,
substantial, physical damage to the residents' lands. In other words, “evidence that the existence of the nickel particles in
the soil generated concerns about potential health risks does not ... amount to evidence that the presence of the particles in
the soil caused actual, substantial harm or damage to the property.” 79 In a statement that will grieve environmentalists,
the Court of Appeal added: “mere chemical alteration in the content of soil, without more, does not amount to physical
harm or damage to the property”. 80 For actual harm or damage to have occurred, the metal deposits in the soil must
have either had a detrimental impact on the soil itself or on the rights that related to the plaintiffs' use of the land.
Accordingly, nuisance was not proven. 81
*306 On the Rylands claim, the Court of Appeal noted that the nickel particle emissions could not have “escaped” from
the Inco refinery if these continuous emissions were an integral part of Inco's refinery operation, known to regulators
and the community, and were released intentionally on a daily basis for 66 years, “in a heavily industrialized part of the
city.” 82 The Court said, as a matter of common law, strict liability under Rylands was not based exclusively on the “extra
hazardous” or “ultra hazardous” nature 83 of a defendant's conduct. To extend the tort in this way was a policy decision
“best introduced by legislative action and not judicial fiat.” In any event, there was “no basis in the evidence upon which
Inco's refinery operations or its emissions of nickel particles could properly be described as ‘extra hazardous”’. 84 A
refinery is an “independent use” and a “Rylands inquiry must be directed is its use as a refinery.” 85 In other words, [t]he
question must be--was the operation of the refinery at the time and place and in the manner that it was operated a nonnatural use of Inco's property?” 86 The Court of Appeal reset the new standard for unnatural and hazardous use of land
to a subjective reference of the lawful use the occupier is making of the land. Factories and refineries will be evaluated in
their own light and not as inherently unnatural operations. It is not clear this is the best frame of reference as it imports a
serious new dimension of relativity that is not even present in the original Rylands ruling. The Court of Appeal left open
the possibility that Rylands might apply in similar circumstances but on slightly different facts. An example is where, as
here, the enterprise brings significant economic benefit to the community even if it cannot be considered to be operated
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“for the general benefit of the community.” 87 This latter qualification encompasses governmental operations taking
place under statutory authority. 88
*307 The Court of Appeal, having overturned the trial judge's conclusions on liability in nuisance and Rylands, 89 went
further and determined that, in any event of the legal and factual basis for these causes of action, these claimants had
failed to prove damages. The several data sets purporting to show a slowing of property value increases in Port Colborne
were flawed, 90 inconsistent and too unreliable. Inco relied on MLS data that showed that Port Colborne to outperform
or match Welland over the material time period of 1999 to 2008. 91 The Court of Appeal found that whether one used
this data or “properly corrected” 92 data presented by the plaintiffs, “the result is the same. The record conclusively
demonstrates that the claimants have suffered no loss.” 93 In fact, the Court of Appeal continued: 94
When all of the data is considered together, it is clear that overall, the houses in Port Colborne
appreciated by 53.9% to Welland's 44.8%, a difference of 9.1% in favour of Port Colborne.
The Ontario Court of Appeal allowed the appeal on all grounds, set aside the trial judgment, and confirmed appeal
costs to Inco at $100,000. 95 An application for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was dismissed with
costs on April 26, 2012. 96 On September 10, 2012, Justice Henderson rendered his costs decision awarding Inco a
total of $1,766,000 in costs covering the last four and a *308 half years of pre-trial and trial related post-certification
litigation. 97 The severely discounted costs award 98 was payable from the Class Proceedings Fund, 99 an account
maintained and administered 100 by the Law Foundation of Ontario pursuant to section 59.1 of the Ontario Law Society
Act. 101 This costs decision disclosed that the plaintiff landowners had offered to settle with Inco for $37,500,000 plus
costs of $2,500,000 about 2½ years before trial. 102 This offer was not accepted by Inco but 2 years later, a half year
before the trial commenced, Inco offered the plaintiffs $2,000,000 plus costs. 103 The landowners did not accept this but
made a final offer to settle to Inco a week or two before the 45-day trial started in October 2009, 104 for $10,000,000
plus costs of $3,000,000. 105 That also was not accepted.
ANALYSIS
This case has been the subject of only scant critical academic commentary, 106 although it was widely followed and
reported by the popular and legal media 107 *309 and the private bar to the business 108 and environmental justice
communities; and the substantive law on its various issues has been integrated into relevant practice updates. 109 This
case is of significant interest to both environmental and class action *310 practitioners because it is one of the few class
proceedings to go through both the common issues trial and appeal processes. 110
The restrictive Court of Appeal approach might discourage both class and individual actions. At least one recent case
has already applied the conservative principles of Inco in an individual lawsuit. 111 It has been suggested that the
Supreme Court of Canada denied leave on the basis that damages were not proven in this case and the result, even
under more liberal substantive legal doctrine, could not change. 112 On the other hand, others view this case, which
followed Hollick, 113 where the Supreme Court of Canada's refused to certify an Ontario environmental class proceeding
a decade earlier, as a discouraging portent for environmental class actions in general and especially those which seek
civil redress for historical contamination in Canadian common law. The applicable civil law of Quebec 114 and related
judicial decisions coming out of that province 115 would seem to provide more promise of recourse. 116
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I am of the view that the Ontario Court of Appeal correctly disposed of the case; but concede that this decision does not
settle the law of environmental class actions. What strikes the reader of both trial and appellate decisions is how divided
*311 the judiciary remains on these issues. The unanimous Court of Appeal found errors in every important substantive
principle and conclusion of the trial judge in this case, including the law and application of nuisance law, the reach of
Rylands, causation, limitations, the interpretation of an “escape”, what is “non-natural”, what is “material”, and the
proof of damages. The two levels of court disagreed on the interpretation of the same venerable judicial decisions. 117
The trial judge, after discarding trespass and public nuisance, found for the plaintiffs in every procedural and substantive
issue. The Court of Appeal disagreed with the trial judge on virtually every legal point. 118
This analysis pulls together some further observations of these two judicial decisions. Environmental litigants will
continue to consider the applicability of trespass, private and public nuisance, Rylands v Fletcher, negligence and
statutory liability in terms of the facts and evidence applicable to the case. However, Inco is now the leading Ontario
case on environmental class actions for common law remedies. As one of the most expensive and protracted litigations
in Ontario to date that has served as a test case for environmental class actions in Ontario, it offers us several important
lessons.
Environmental Class Actions Narrow the Common Issues
Class actions offer a procedural advantage that comes at a remedial cost. The certification process winnows the
substantive common issues that get to trial. This point was well described by Weintraub in the context of Inco: 119
To understand and appreciate the Court of Appeal decision, it is important to keep in mind that the
class action case which eventually found its way to the Court of Appeal was significantly narrower
than the original allegations included in the statement of claim, due to the narrowing of the issues to
get it past the hurdles of the certification procedures set out in the Class Proceedings Act, 1992. To
forget the class action context of the case is to misunderstand it entirely. The Court of Appeal did
make broad ranging statements about nuisance and strict liability under the rule in Rylands v. Fletcher,
but it did so in the context of an amended statement of claim that narrowed the lawsuit significantly
from the original claim and from what one would normally expect in a typical environmental case.
What remained at the end was a mere shadow of the original claim. Given the available facts, the ones
which remained at trial were less compelling than the overall *312 case as a result of the facts that
were dropped from the case in the course of obtaining certification ... the case that went to court was
an unfortunate product of the limitations of the class action process as a legal format for addressing
the issues which the facts of this case presented.
... it is less than ideal to make significant changes to common law environmental torts in the context
of a class action case where recognizable causes of action were stretched to the limit simply to
accommodate the requirements of the Class Proceedings Act, 1992 for certification as a class action.
There is a real danger that the nature of the allegations in the class action skewed the results and that
future nuisance and strict liability claimants may pay the price.
Future class claimants must be focused on winning what emerge as the common issues for trial because the certification
process almost certainly will confiscate some precious ones. Plaintiffs must consider whether the issues that emerge from
the confiscation are outweighed by the streamlined, aggregated class process or whether a fuller range of legal issues and
arguments might be better tested in an individual case.
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Substantive Common Law Environmental Doctrines Are Narrowed
The Ontario Court of Appeal considered and rejected academic arguments for the expansion of the Rylands doctrine
and instead chose to narrow it, as it did with the law of environmental nuisance. It interpreted liability under the rule in
Rylands narrowly so that it does not apply to inherently dangerous activities by saying that any further changes in that
direction would have to be made by provincial legislatures. It restricted the law of nuisance as it relates to physical damage
to property requiring direct material interference or real risk of harm to human health so as to render it applicable only
in exceptional environmental contamination claims cases. 120
While the Ontario Court of Appeal restricted nuisance and Rylands concepts, one observes that we still have a long
way to go in clarifying these torts. For example, in Inco, both levels of court were heavily invested in definitions and
analyses of terms such as natural, reasonable, non-natural, ordinary, and special (relating to uses) and extra, unusual,
ultra and special (danger), as well as material, substantial, actual, readily ascertainable and potential (damage). 121 Do
these qualitative, subjective distinctions really advance the law?
*313 We continue to be short on theory about constituent elements of these torts such as uses, escapes, the need to
balance interests, dangers, and damages or whether foreseeability is required--elements which can bear all-or-nothing
effect on liability. Inco does little to theorize or rationalize those distinctions. One presumes that this kind of case was not
envisioned when the original Rylands decision was released. We might wish to re-visit the original purpose and nature
of these torts which were developed long ago to determine how they apply to effects of modern industrial development
and resource extraction. All vague thresholds and legal standards call for reasoned limiting principles.
Resource Extraction and Industrial Development Are Natural Activities
The trial judge referred to Inco's operations as “these abnormally dangerous activities” in the absence of any evidence that
the smelting activities in Port Colborne were abnormally dangerous. 122 The Court of Appeal, however, demonstrates
that judges now may be less hasty to characterize all industrial activity as dangerous, non-natural use of land. Some
environmentalists, social theorists and jurists in the past may have held to the view that mining, oil and gas development,
manufacturing plants, utility generation installations and the like are inherently dangerous, non-natural uses of the
property upon which they are operating. It follows from this presumption that any spillover or fugitive effects resulting
in material harm give rise to liability under the escape principle.
More attention and gravity will be given to ordinary commercial reality, along the lines of Tock, where LaForest J.
wrote that the rule in Rylands cannot be invoked where a municipality, acting under statute and pursuant to a planning
decision made in good faith, constructs and operates an urban sewer system that was necessary to support urban life.
The operation of a nickel refinery by a private, for-profit, corporation does not fall into the same category of land use
but it is not alien to the Canadian landscape either. Natural resources and their extraction and harvest will be natural
uses of land.
Inco puts the claimant to the specific proof that the economic activity is non-natural in each case. Business, industrial and
resource activity-- especially that which operates in the community for a long time under the zoning and regulatory law-appear now to be prima facie natural activities. The Rylands issue of “naturalness” of economic activity and use of land
will be judged by the how (and not that) they are conducted. 123 One might even argue that the associated downstream
activities such as transportation of oil, for example, by pipeline, rail or ship ought *314 to be extended as natural in the
same way. It is even more difficult to succeed on a claim for historical contamination, such as diminution of land values
near wind farms 124 and longstanding sites yet to be fully reclaimed. 125
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Environmental Class Actions Require Robust Proof of Loss
As Inco illustrates, plaintiff classes will need to produce rigorous scientific and statistically-controlled evidence. Legallycompensable injury will not be presumed or grounded in emotional or ideological positions. Historical or longitudinal
claims are particularly challenging because it is difficult to aggregate and verify data over a longer period of time and
simultaneously control for other variables to establish causation. Emissions and particulates on one's land or person, or
discharged into the air or water, are not actionable per se, but must be clearly shown to be physically harmful in some
direct way in order to win damages.
A judge's reference to the language of “common sense principles” often signals that the judge is indulging in judicial
notice or personal opinion and departing from evidence or legal principles. These conclusions should have been tested
even on a balance of probabilities standard. It was speculation or presumption and not a causation analysis at all because
it said that property owners near industrial operations have a prima facie cause of action in tort for being located next
to those plants. Some property values might increase merely by being in the town or neighbourhood of a large industrial
or economic enterprise. These were damages for slowed property appreciation, an elusive concept. The trial judge said
that all property appreciates over time, but this was only a 9 year period and real property can cycle down for more
than a decade due to general economic factors or other causes. Legal causation deserves a more robust analysis than
presumption or what appears to be common sense to the judge. Even if one assumed property values did decline in Port
Colborne, those decreases would not necessarily have been caused by Inco's discharge of nickel particles on their land.
The residents had failed to prove that any damages they suffered were caused by Inco.
Businesses that exceed government guidelines for emissions do not suffer automatic civil liability. Mere chemical
alterations to the content of soil, water and air do not necessarily constitute physical harm or damage to the property.
Pollution does not automatically equate to physical damage to land for legal purposes. 126 *315 Widespread public
concern, adverse publicity and controversy will not furnish a legal remedy without further legal or causal foundation. 127
Data sets must be accurate, complete and defensible. In these loss-of-property-value cases, it is particularly difficult
to statistically prove loss over a period of time because the market and property values change constantly for various
reasons. Moreover, judges must not be biased or selective in their use of such statistics. As the Court of Appeal
admonished, “[o]ne cannot simply look to one portion of the data and ignore the rest in order to justify a conclusion.” 128
“Bad Fact” Cases
The outcomes in some cases are ultimately driven by “bad facts.” The concept of “bad facts” is both a catchy one, and
one known to law. In this case and in this section of the commentary, the concept of “bad facts” encompasses aspects
of this overall litigation, more than mere technical facts. In that way, the notion of a “bad case” might apply to also
describe this final part of the analysis. That is to say that some of the “facts” are not facts from the case in the technical
sense but conjecture “about the case” in its context.
One must be aware of the impressions created and embedded in a large class action lawsuit. In the Ontario Court of
Appeal outcome and application for leave to the Supreme Court of Canada, was Inco less a case of legal principle and
more just a case of bad facts? Facts determine outcomes in certification, class actions and environmental cases. The
outcome might come down to the difference between good facts and bad facts. 129 While there were “good facts” in
Alcan and St. Lawrence Cement and some good facts in Hollick (but arguably not enough), the Court of Appeal found
no good facts in Smith v. Inco but instead found too many bad facts there. 130
Let us take a look at the Inco backstory and impressions, and how they may have influenced the outcome. The Inco
emissions ceased in 1984. The lawsuit was commenced in March 2001, some 17 years later and the Court of Appeal
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received the case 27 years after emissions ceased. The claim pursued by essentially every residential property owner in
the city was for a lagging of residential property values for a decade for many owners who did not sell or even try to sell
their land. The case could be seen as an attempt by a community--still resentful that Inco, a large, powerful multinational
mining company, had closed operations in Port Colborne and moved out--to wring more concessions and benefits from
the company. This bad fact relates to how the plaintiffs' motivation might be viewed in this case. One might see these
plaintiffs as disgruntled residents still unhappy with the closure of the refinery and loss of jobs. They know of heightened
modern sensitivities to all aspects of the environment and to human health. Class proceedings that *316 can be financed
by a third party source can confer considerable power on plaintiffs, which power is acknowledged in the certification
requirement. With little real downside risk, they now seek to seize an opportunity to extract as much windfall from a large
international resource company for what today can be cast as questionable historical activity that might be parlayed into
a large scale health issue and a large cheque. It could have paid off handsomely for the plaintiffs.
Fear and irrationality about modern health impacts, particularly when collectivized in a class proceeding encompassing
essentially a whole city, are not encouraging signs for a large mining company that has closed local operations and finds
itself defending itself in class litigation against that community. The trial judge appeared to be receptive of the community
panic in ways that were difficult to justify in a rational objective judicial decision. 131 The concern was perhaps more
puzzling in light of the fact that the refinery had been closed for 17 years when the litigation was commenced, most of
the nickel was in the soil for over 40 years and there was neither any recorded and verified incident of nickel-related
poisoning nor any scientific thresholds for adverse health effects. The judicial decisions do not identify anyone moving
or abandoning their property at this time. The concerns, while presumably genuinely felt, were irrational. Yet courts
do not make their decisions on the basis of panic or widely-publicized concerns that precede a trial. The trial judge had
extended private nuisance beyond claims rooted in actual injury to claims based on the perception of injury, regardless
of the validity of that perception. The Court of Appeal pointed out that this approach could impose liability even if the
concerns were ultimately found to be baseless. Damages do not flow from public perceptions or fears but from actual
harm proved.
Another bad fact was that the plaintiffs and their lawyers publicly stoked their own fears in the face of litigation. The
Court of Appeal noted in its decision 132 that several public statements were reportedly made by the plaintiffs' counsel
early in the process, ostensibly to increase public anxiety about the nickel contamination issue. These included statements
that the cancer risks in Port Colborne were 8 to 40 times higher than provincial standards, that there were “serious health
risks,” and that some houses might need to be demolished. 133
While not articulated explicitly, and dealt with tangentially in dicta about limitations periods and non-natural use, the
Court of Appeal may have not been sympathetic to the use of the class proceeding by a town population to retroactively
apply or leverage current environmental principles and sensitivities to historical industrial behaviour that was legal and
substantially beneficial at the time. This speaks to concerns about abiding private litigation to impose another round of
taxation on lawful economic activity. Moreover, it is unfair to judge events in an era that is distant to the time, context
and popular sentiment in which those events occurred.
*317 That Inco should be held responsible after so many years for mere public disquiet was another bad fact. Should
Inco be responsible for third party-generated public angst which may have caused private land prices to stagnate or
decline? The real causation question is whether third parties such as community activists, media, regulators and plaintiffs'
counsel can effectively impose liability on others merely by the unfettered expression of their anxieties and uncertainties.
This is where the legal causation analysis should have occurred.
The Ontario Court of Appeal noted--and must have been influenced by this bad fact--that the Inco remediated 24 of
the 25 properties with nickel levels exceeding 8,000 ppm, under order from the MOE and one property owner refused
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remediation. Smith, the owner of the last property named in the MOE order, did not grant access to Inco to remediate
her property, which was her right to do as a matter of law. She and her family continued to live on the property in its
unremediated, contaminated state through this legal process more than a decade after learning about the high levels of
nickel contamination on her property for which she sought a legal remedy. She never permitted remediation as ordered
by the MOE and never moved from it. This conveyed inconsistent messages to the court and the representative plaintiff's
motives and credibility of her claims of danger and risk may have been implicitly undermined by her actions. There may
have been trust issues leading to the remediation refusal, even with the MOE's intervention, but this decision was difficult
to understand from a tactical point of view. After all, this was a class action, not an individual one. The remediation
refusal did not provide stronger evidence of the claim being advanced. The remediation could have been completed
without prejudice to the lawsuit. In the end, Smith lost both.
Smith and presumably many other class plaintiffs never sold their property, or even attempted to do so, and therefore
never actually suffered any actual loss of value. The evidence at trial, set out in documents filed by Inco in the Supreme
Court of Canada the leave to appeal application, showed that Smith not only refused remediation and remained on her
contaminated property, but she also obtained a mortgage on that contaminated property in 2009 from a major bank,
which may have suggested that the stigma damages in the marketplace may have been little more than an illusion. The
mortgage money allegedly was applied to buy another Port Colborne property, presumably without soil testing that new
property for nickel levels. She, along with her fellow class members, knew for years “that some of the contaminants,
including nickel, would eventually find their way into the soil of the properties around the refinery.” 134 As the lead
plaintiff in this class action, Smith's own claim did not appear particularly strong.
A final, related bad fact was the sense that this was a manufactured crisis. 135 What may have caused Port Colborne
residential property values to suffer compared to Welland was ostensibly the incessant public hand-wringing that fed
a community neurosis about a health problem that was not even confirmed. An analogy here might be that someone
creates and spreads alarm about a sex offender X who has moved into a certain house in a community. The media get
involved and run stories about the perceived recent increase in sex crimes and how people are feeling *318 more afraid.
Town hall meetings are held and people express concern for their family members. The local property market becomes
stagnant as no one wants to move into a community with a reputation for being the location of the sex offender. If it
turns out there was no demonstrable foundation to the concern that X was a sex offender as imagined or at all, the loss of
residents' property values could not be reasonably foisted on X. Surely the agitated residents who fed and publicized their
own fears about their own neighbourhood must accept some of the economic, if not legal, responsibility for diminution
of their own property values. Their own unwise and unfounded escalation has to be considered a serious legal cause for
the loss of property value and the “pay me because I have worked myself up into a worrisome knot” is untenable. It
was the public disclosures and negative publicity that caused this stagnation in property values, not an actual adverse
health effect of the nickel oxide particles: “The disclosure from and after September 2000 of information concerning
nickel contamination in the Rodney Street area and elsewhere in Port Colborne had a negative effect on property values
in the Port Colborne area.” 136 Their alleged losses could be perceived as largely self-inflicted.
CONCLUSION
This class action brought by a large group of private landowners against a powerful international mining company
received much publicity in Ontario and across Canada. Environmentalists hoped it would be the first of many similar
environmental class actions prosecuted against large corporate polluters. It shows how difficult it is even for judges to
extricate and isolate legal issues in highly charged, politicized cases. 137
The Ontario Court of Appeal's decision restricts liability for hazardous activities, especially in light of dubious or
speculative damage claims. Some speculate that the increasing volume of environmental regulatory legislation dealing
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with such issues played a role in this case although private compensation for environmental damage has not been widely
addressed by legislation.
There are a few clues that the Court of Appeal wanted to send a strong message that these class proceedings for historical
environmental harms will be difficult to win in the future. The court was unwilling to accept the disconnect between the
time of the emissions and the alleged materiality of the harm arising in the early 2000s. Also, given its disposition on the
liability issues, it did not need to address the causation, damages and limitations issues. The court decisively disregarded
the judicial conservation principle.
Inco will have an effect on future litigation, but not likely the effect that some environmentalists had hoped for. The
question overall is whether the ultimate im *319 pact of Inco will be to discourage environmental class actions. As one
commentator said: 138
It took 10 years to take the case to trial. The trial itself took months. And the plaintiffs came out of
the process with nothing. Against this background, there will undoubtedly be some who will prefer
more low-hanging fruit rather than take on the risk of an environmental class action and its unique
challenges ...
To the extent that these class action lawsuits are prosecuted by the plaintiff bar on a contingency fee basis, the challenges
laid down in the way of substantive and procedural law will call for careful assessment in each new case.
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